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SSU inclement weather guidelines ·announced

A

CLOSED-Heavy snowfalls resulted in partial campus closings on Feb. 4 through Feb. 6

fter the last bout with
"old man winter' and
to better prepare for
the possibility of
more, students, faculty, staff
members, and the families oftha;e
involved with Shawnee State
University need to know more
about SSU's inclement weather
policies.
SSU President Clive Veri
stated that while it is a difficult
decision to make, Shawnee State
University can and does cancel or
postpone classes, and even
closes the university, when
conditions o~ campus warrant
such action. However, whether
the university is open or closed,
people who come to campus to
either learn or serve students and
guests must decide whether or
not they should make the trip
to campus in the event of
inclement weather.
Veri says that' "Policy 5 .09
clearly places responsibility for
making judgments on students
and university personnel insofar as
inclement weather conditions are
concerned." Students, faculty,
staff, and other members of the
SSU community can become
better informed about inclement
weather policies by accessing
the Shawnee State University
• S EE WEATHER ON PAGE 6
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Director of Financial Aid Department
resigns; replacement sought

The

MA~ SHELTON, JR.
UC I REl'oRTER

deadline has past
and the selection pro•
cess has begun for the
new Shawnee State
University Fmancial Aid Director.
The search started when the
current director, Jerry Wade,
announced his resignation earlier
this month.
''It's tough to get people for the
position," said Dr. Lany Mangus,
Vice President for Student Affairs.
"We sent out the call nationwide
for a director and got seven
applicants, three for the assistant
position.': That's one of the reasons why the department ~s looking for its new director from within
the university.

l

y

The position calls for someone
with a master's degree in a relevant field or student personnel
services, counseling or business,
leadership and managing skills, or
at least a bachelor's degree with
fl ve years of related experience
and a strong background in managerial skills. The director will be
responsible for handling multiple
programs, which include scholarships, grants, loans, student
veteran benefits and third-party
assistance. Extensive training will
be given to the new Director with
help from the current staff. The
position pays a minimum of
$37,631 a year.
The person selected for this
position should be no stranger to
hard work, commented Mangus.

"It's not unusual for the director minute helped create the long lines
to spend 11 to 18 hours a day in and delays in processing financial
the office, keeping up with the aid and loan applications.
"This i,s in the process of
work and staying on top of the
change," stated Mangus. "We
regulations."
Recently, the Department of now have the dial-in registration
Financial Aid has had its share of which is getting great response,
problems. The computer filing and we are getting a new processsystem used to process loan ap- ·ing system to handle the applicaplications and Financial Aid forms tions." Soon, SSU students will
(FAFs) crashed, losing over be able to register for classes,
1000 hours worth of work. which take care of financial aid and
had to be reprocessed. An settle their accounts with ~he
estimated 30 hard copy forms for bursar's office all at one station,
student loans were lost, a key instead of the three that are
member of the staff was out for currently in use. However, no
six weeks during the "crucial date on when these changes will
phase," and stricter Federal regu- be made has been released.
The naming of the new
lations were imposed-not only
on SSU but nationwide-and director is planned for the end of
some students·filing at the last themonth.

-

-
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Education outreach
coordinator named

The

Ohio Appalachian
Center for Higher
Education is pleased
to announce that Brent
Newman has begun his term of
employment as coordinator for its
Education Outreach Center.
Newman, a 1987 graduate of
Northwest High School in
Lucasville, Ohio, has a bachelor's
degree in political science from
the Ohio State University and
completed his studies in law at
Capital University in Columbus.
He was admitted to the Ohio
StateBarin 1994.
Newman is happy to return to
the Scioto county area from
Columbus after three years in his
own office as an attorney.
The OACHE/EOC, a feder-

ally funded program that assists
people in going to college, is
housed at Shawnee State University. The OACHE staff assists
potential students, identifies their
areas of career interest, finds a
college that will enable them to
achieve their goals, and ensures
the successful completion of a
college degree. All services provided by OACHF/EOC are free.
"Without people working in
programs like OACHE, I never
would have been able to attend
college. I am excited to be able
to help make the dream of going
to college come true for people
like me," said Newman. For
more information about OACHE/
EOC services, contact Brent
Newman at (740) 355-2113.

'
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OPINION: Free parking!
Editor's Note-The following is published in accordance with our "Letter To The Editor" policy:
,ar goal is to publish the students' views. The letter is printed as we received it. .

"

SHAME ON YOU, BOB
GULP!

UC I REPORTER

I had a relative who went to college a few years ago, and she told me about a game that was going around
IJ.ecollege campus scene called "Hi, Bob" parties. The fraternity or sorority would gather around a television
tb- watch old Bob Newhart shows - the one where he played the owner manager of a New England inn. Every
tilne some one walked into the scene and said "Hi, Bob''. the group was required to take a healthy drink of
beer. By the end of the half hour show, the group was pretty well wasted - amazing how often those words
fi.Cre spoken during that show.
' I am proposing a variation on that theme for Shawnee State University. Here is how it woul~ go. The
ttudents would gather around their favorite watering hole with a keg of Portsmouth Brewery's best ale. One
~nt, the designated reader, would read the latest articles from Professor Bob Forrey, and after every
fuisstatement, exaggeration, grammatical error, or just 'cause we felt like, the group would say, "Shame on
'Bob" and raise our glass for a hefty gulp! Ready? Let's give it a try. I will start by using excerpts (for
iJhc sake of space) from his latest work in the Sent-to-Hell (or whatever it's called).
;
, Student Reader: "Of the 135 colleges .. . only two had worse retention records than SSU"
Group: Three had worse records, two had the same records, but when we read the footnote it said SSU's
h:tention is not current data but based on previous years, don't you think that is critical information for a
Joung university? SHAME ON YOU, BOB - Gulp!

too,

Student Reader: "lnspite of its problems, even Central State has a higher retention rate"
Group: Oh, Bob, there you go again, you ain't readin the footnotes. Central State's rentention data is not
~rrent either and based on prior years. Shouldn't you tell folks that? SHAME ON YOU BOB - Gulp!
Student Reader: "76% of the faculty responding to a survey said they would leave SSU if they could and
they rated morale among faculty as poor."
Group: Wow, Bob, we don't see no chains from faculty ankles to the desks - you tellin' us they miserable,
but can't make it the real world, like we have to when we get outta here. SHAME ON YOU BOB - Gulp!
Student Reader: "In nine years I have been at SSU, the university has existed in a state of chronic crisis.".
Group: So lets see, you got here and the crisis starts! That's kind of like the skunk showing up and
&:0mplaining about the smell, ain't it Bob? Oh, Bob, ain't you takin no responsibility for our reputation or at
least y~ur crisis? SHRAME ON YA, BLOB - Gulp!
HEY BAR KEEP CAN YA Fll.L US ANOTiffiR ROUND, THIS PARTY GONNA BE A LONG ONE!

Student Reader: " ... he (Dr. Veri) has never questioned the anti-collective bargaining ·bias of many mem-

iicrs of that Board."

~: Group: Hey, Bob, we seeing your bias pokin' through here? Is it my way or the highway? Claiming
jbjectivitiy while blaming others of bias, Bob, ya gotta be kiddin'. SHRAME ON YA, Whatshisname - Gulp!

II'"

Student Reader: " . . . requires the faculty to participate in two clock hours of continuing education each
quarter . . . the university now requires them to attend workships that are more appropriate for community
college or high schools..."

1
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Group: W"w';.ihat's.ri8ht..Bob, when you~t the.Pb.O..from.Yale. you were infused with all the knowlidge on teaching - nobody gonna teach you nuttin'. Let's see, Bob, how would ya like to get brain surgery

fropl the doctor that hands you a bullet to bite and half a jug of whiskey before he cuts, 'cause he ain't heard

wbout no anathes (can't spell that word, there goes our reputation) - oh, knock out gas!
Paaaa-Gulp!

SHLAME ON YA,

l Student Re!\,der: " . .. a university that, in spite of unique advantages, now has one of the worst reputations

in the Midwest."

Group: Oh, Blob, ain't you and the faculty no part of that reputation? You hopin' ya can buy a reputation
by hiring one of you eastern, high falutin', you-can't-tell-me nuttin', eggheads as the next president? Bob, oh
•lob, as we say down at the farm, ya can put a fur coat on the pig, but he still gonna be a pig. SHLAME ON
YA. Baaaa- Gulp!
•
RAAAALPPH, uh oh, we losing some of the group. This is fun, but man this is dangerous too, is it the
beer, or Brob's crap he spewing, man, I can't tell.
Student Reader: All right group this is one last one for the road - Mango Mangus gonna kick us off campus
if we go on too long.
" ••. The single most helpful thing a new president could do is bring this administration and faculty
•ther"
•
Group: HURRAY! Bob, this is a two-gulper. Complaining about faculty and administration not working in
:andem, Bob, is like complaining because you can't year the applause when only one hand is clappin'. Bob,
'/oujoker you, your makin' us real boozers. SHI.AME ON YA, Baaaa - Gulp! Gulp!

Wanted to buy•.. old postcards, paperweights, antique clocks, View-Master, pedal cars, G.I. Joes, jewelry-rings,
diamonds, silver, gold, scrap gold, watches, old dolls, knives, Indian artifacts, Civil War to Gulf War memorabilia,

photographs, political, music boxes, sheet music, old magazines and newspapers, Playboy and Hustler, posters,

crprboxes, electric railroad and other railroad, wrestling, golf, bowling, Ku Klux Klan memorabilia, slot machines,

banks, casino chips, Black memorabilia, Coca-Cola, Mail Pouch, Dr. Pepper, old milk bottles and all soft drinks,
autographs, toys, cars, bicycles, buses, airplanes, windup toys, lunch box.es, Tinker toys, space toys, games,
chemistry sets, forts, comics, marbles, models, toy guns, puppets, dinky toys, toy farm equipment, robots, hunting
and fishing license badges, pens, pencils, cigarette lighters, lamps, radios, old telephones, old police badges,
motorcycle memorabilia, old Boy and Girl Scout, Old Roy Rogers and other Western pieces, Three Stooges, Lucy
Ball, Elvis and other movie star memorabilia, movie posters and circus memorabilia.

Printer's Attic •

438 Second Street, Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
(740) 354-4457
Fax: 354-3037

..,

very few are ever acted upon.
Par.Icing in the area between
the Facilities building and the Vern
Riffe Center for the Arts is a
"~me and squeeze in, regardless
of others" practice, as illustrated
in the picture. Several students
and employees have noticed that
when they park in this lot, there is
a sort of "automobile Russian
Roulette" as to whether they will
be able to leave without smashing into another vehicle.
Another area is the CFA parking lot across the street from the
Vern Riffe Center for the Arts.
Students park in this lot two and·

J

940 Second St., Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
(740) 355-2278 news desk• (740) 355~2502 ad sales

Lori Ferrell
Editor-in-Chief

William Cassidy
Assistant Editor

Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis

Student Reader. OK, guys. That's it for now. Next week come back with your biggest mug. Were gonna
be play in' "SHAME ON YOU, BOB!", but this time we'll be readin' "Campus in Crisis". Just to warn you, last
time we played with that article, two of the group ended up comatose in the hospital.
-Vera Tas

I/VA/VT AC,

JR.

certain individuals. Durin
campus-wide sweep of tick
offenders, 23 tickets were
Our last issue featured a story
ten in the Third Street p
about the Center for International
alone, none of which were
Programs and Activities highlightpaid.
ing the program's opportunities,
So, what's the point of WI
progress and history. The article ·
tickets if they are not ge
spotlighted Dr. John Lorentz with
collected? Some critics o
all his accomplishments and
issuing-of-tickets claim th2
splendor concerning the CIPA
tickets are written and
and other aspects of the organization. He told me of all the
through the system just to
people associated with CIPA
t1:1bs on the number of offe
Others say that the ticket
and their role in getting the prowritten by direct and st
gram going in full gear. The ~le
were Stylianos Hadjiyannis,
orders from superiors
are weak during confronta
Hagop Pambookian, Zhambo
and who l
Yang, Carolyn
excuse the tic
Stubbs, Matt
resulting
Matthews, Julia
Ticketing
UColl and Frank
Byrne. You never
effect
Theoppos
read any of this
to the all(
because I left_
''ticket dismis
it out, thinking
argues that ·
erroneously that "
tickets were
this _a dded inforally paid,
matton was not
1
there wou
important i" the~
•
enoughmon
story. The article
_a
. . ;;;r=ked motorist get out of the lot pave that
was not very well QL,._C_a_m_p_u_s_s_e_c_u_,;_ty_h_e_lp_s_a_p
parking lo
received.
So, in light of that ill-fated three rows out of the areas des- one that's the SSU En~an
article, here comes yet another ignated by the yellow parking to the Campus) that faces tli,
equally adverse article in the fom1 lines. So, what is SSU's security of Portsmouth. 1be matheIIi
are simple: 23 tickets at $10
of this editorial. But this way, if staffdoing about this?
Tickets are issued to offend- is $230. Th~refore, logic
there is a mistake, no one can
complain about misquotations and ers for illegal parking procedures. dictate that if the tickets
misrepresentations. Too article is These tickets have a fine imposed paid, then soon there wou
as follows:
on them of $10.
offending plenty of !'IlQ.n ey to paye
us.
Students can now bask in the, cars are tow~d at the. owners' parkin' "1~·cm.c
•,f<.1:_;L"..J 1\-'~ ·
UntH mat time, student!
thought that parking on Shawnee . expense. Jiut are the penalties
continue to park as they w ·
State University's campus park- working? Sources say "no."
ing lots is pretty much "fair game."
Apparently, when the tickets block who they can and s
Sources say that parking on t,he are issued, none of them get paid. off any worry about
campus lots is governed by This results from students simply ticketing. After all, no ticke
certain set rules but few are ever not paying or getting their tickets will be collected.
enforced. Of the ones enforced, "excused" or "dismissed" by

MACK SHELTON

·)

,.

"Don't worry about the tickets~ we'll write morel"

Dave Edwards

Editorial Content Advisor

Phil Bonzo

Mack Shelton,
Ad Sales Manai
Reporter .

Business Advisor

Judy Wilson

Rebecca Toller
Ads Seller

Sports Contributor

Reporter

Policy Goodness:The University Chronicle is the official student-run newspJ
Stiawnee State University. You can't lose when you choose to use the news and views
students. So that's what we do. Views expressed within these pages could be, b
again, may not be the views of the Chronicle staff or the advisor. Wh.ile we're happy t
letters and news releases we receive, we reserve the right not to print them, so ther1
1

•

•

•

•

•

•

Editor's note. ..

•

•

To submit Letters To the Editor or articles, please e-mail text to I.Al FERREU or leave
office in the Facilities Building. Remember, letters printed (n the ChronicJe are printed exa
we get them. Please make sure you check for legibility and spelling and grammatical
·before sending. Thank you.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Thanks Scioto County for Voting Us #1

Larry Moore Sporting Goods
304 Chillicothe Street
353-1917
For ALL your sporting good need&-

Trophies & Plaques - Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniforms - Screenprinting - Lettering
We also do ~reek printing
....
.,

I

•
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Shawnee State University's Office of Career and Placement Services

Presents

\

(.JOB FAIR '98)

by Mack W. Shelton, Jr.

As you may have noticed, the Chronicle has covered just about every
area on campus. So, now we bring it to your home and ask:

Wednesday, February 25, 1998

'Wliat lo you· tliint of tlu lonns
anl tlit ,ua[ p[anl

James A. Rhodes Athletic Center
ISPLAYS
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
on the gym floor ·

Metatec Corporation
Americorps '
Weastec, Inc.
Concept Rehabilitation, Inc.
Portsmouth One Stop Employment
& Training Center
General Electric Aircraft Engines
AFLAC Insurance
St. Claire Medical Center
Lc;,ckheed Martin Utility Services,
Inc.
River Valley Health Systems
Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc.
.Holzer Clinic
United States Army
Hopewell Culture NHP
Finish Line
Analyst International Corporation
Marshall University/Graduate
College
Southern Ohio Medical Center
Belcan Corporation
Ohio River Valley Youth Center
Functional Pathways
Northwest School District
Shawnee State University
The Pampered Chef
Interim Health Care
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Fairfield Medical Center
Gordon t!ib~c}:l Com.piny
Adena Health System

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
on the ·mezzanine

Kelly Temporary Services
Cendant Corporation
Fifth Third Bank
LTC Management ofLucasville
MACA Plastics, Inc.
Brown County General Hospital
Nova Care, Inc.
Sears
Pilasco-Ross Special
Education Resource Center
Marietta Memorial Hospital
Cincinnati Milacron Plastics
Technologies Group
Pike Community Hospital
Social Security Administration
Greenfield Area Medical Center
Mills Pride
Personnel Solutions
Pleasant Valley Hospital
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility
Star Bank
Toledo Molding & Die
Mitchellace
Western-Southern Life
Plastipak Packaging, Inc.
RadioShack
Cherry Electrical Products
London Industries
The Ohio State University Medical
. Center
Norwest Financial
Ripley Union Lewis Hlllltington Schools

Adams County Hospital
Aucilla, Inc.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Ohio Valley Schools
Gordon Flesch Company
Nova Care, Inc.
MACA Plastics
Adena Health System
Neaton Auto Products Mtg., Inc.
Hughes & Hughes PhysicalTherapy, Inc.
AFLAC Insurance
Marshall Plastics
Functional Pathways
Northwest School District
Ohio Dept. ofMental Retardation
& Development Disabilities
Brown County General Hospital
Portsmouth City School District
Sears

Concept Rehabilitation, Inc.

Social Security Administration
HolzerQinic
Pike County Schools
Pilasco-Ross Special
Education Resource Center
Spartec
Western-Southern Life
Occupational Therapy Services, Inc.
South Central Ohio ESC
St. Claire Medical Center
Thomson Consumer Electronics
Pleasant Valley Hospital
Tqledo Molding & Die
South-Western City Schools
Weastec, Inc.
Advanced Drainage Systems
London Industries
Cherry Electrical Products
Norwest Financial
Ripley Union Lewis Huntington Schools

In addition, the following companies have asked that resumes be
forwarded following the Job Fail-. V1Sit the Office of Career
and Placement Services for addition infonnation.

Advantage Data Systems
Arkay lnd~stries, Inc.
J.B.Bums
Cincinnati Value & Fitting
Company
DiversiCare
B'ealth South
Insernco, Inc.

ITS Technologies, Inc.
Nationwide Insurance Company
Ohio Rehabilitation Services
Commissions
PCS Technical Services, Inc.
Rexam Closures
Sears tire Group
uo
Jay Willis, Attorney

pany representatives, distribute resumes, and make contacts
for summer jobs, internships, and future employment.

~J/0/U';f/

Need Cash?
Apply today!

"Gift Baskets For All Occasions"
We specialize in $.pmance '13ask:._ets

Part-time/Full-time positioris available

1

LOANS

• WATCHES
• JEWELRY
• PISTOLS-

Wheelersburg
574-5051

....-....

IV

-V-

Stop by the Office of
1 Counseling and Psychological
Services or call 355-2213

·o'\

. . . . "'W
GUNS

----------y---------Large 1 item
I
2 Personal I
I
I
99
I
:
s7
•
Pan Pizzas :
I Medium 1 item I
·
I
: ..... s4 99 • : $3 49 ........._ :
:niii.

Dorms: "I like them; they are better
. ~citan_otherdoons.~' .MealfJa>1: "It's
.not bad but I think we should get to
decide how much we want and spend
our money our way." -Jason Ratliff

Dorms: ''I like the dorms-more
comfortable than most."
Meal Plan: ''Budget. I'd rather have
a budget to get whatever you want
inst~d of the $6 plan; food
is cold." -Shannon Barnett

MOST ITEMS
OF VALUE

:,Ju{"

Dorms: "I really don't have a complaint
with housing. Maintenance is slow.
RAs are good; it's a nice way of
meeting people." Meal Plan: "More
variety of food."-·Aaron Ackman

(614)354-1220
1755 Poplar Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662

Portsmouth - New Boston
Wheelersburg

. For Delivery

Dorms: "I'm tired of being considered
low priority to get things done. The
RAs are good and give us a lot of
respect." Meal Plan: "We should be on
the debit system." -Mark Majors

Dorms: "Nice, I like them
a lot. Not as much noise."
Meal Plan: "Maybe bring in fast
food and use a card whenever
we want." -Jason Dailey

Jennifer L. Moore

New Boston
456-8211

Dorms: "I like them a lot, they are
homier than others." Meal Plan: "I
don't think it's too good. They need
. Matt Lyons
food people will eat."-

Students wishing to interview must sign up no later than
Friday, February 20. Visit the Office of Career and ·
Placement Services for details.

In the display area, students may talk informally with com-

Portsmouth
354-7902 ,

Dorms: ''I don't like being with eight
females in one place. Other than that .;
[the dorms] are tine." Meal Plan: ''I
don't think we should have to be on a 1
meal plan."-Kristen Thomas

~----------:-:----------,------~

-------,----,,-----~

, -~

.• STEREOS
.• MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
,• TYPEWRITERS
• OPEN 6 DAYS AWEEK

0

.

If,t.J .

rtD•

.

.

"The dorms are fine but some of them are
pretty bad. When we call maintenance it
takes a while to get to us, sometimes until
the end of the quarter." Meal Plan:
"More variety. If prices were lower, more
people would eat here." -Donald Rack

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

B&BLOAN

1353-42501
137 GALLIA - PAT8MTH., OH

L----------L----------~

I

NO LIMIT

NTS

Dorms: ''The walls are not insulated.
You can hear everything,"
Meal Plan: ''Four dollars is not
enough for breakfast. Food quality is
not very good, needs more variety.
We fill out the survey forms and you
never see what you want. Needs
better service." -Adrie Boosinger

Portsmouth's only premium cigar shop

Specializes in premium imported cigars!
614 Chillicothe Street• Portsmouth, OH 45662 • 614-353-7717 or l -888-2 18-0087

'. f
1
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SPORTS: Men's team weak at hQme, while

women 's team wins four straight
The Shawnee State University
n~n·shaskethall temn touched off
a four-game winning streak on
fan. J l. with a 79-69 win at
llrh.ut.l University. Unfortunately,
the men did not fare as well in later
i:ontests.
Shawnee (8-9. 5-5 MOC)
was led hy senior Fo1ward Kirk
Ruggles with 27 points. Junior
Center James Montier earned a
douhle-douhle with 20 points and
14 rebounds. Junior Guard.
-Jasl,n Kearns was the only o_ther
Be,1r in double figures with 11.
Shawnee out rebounded Urbana
46-26.
Urhana was led by Donnie
Gillespie with 21 .points. Chad
Howard and Josh Steinke
chipped in with 15 and 12
respectively. Steinke had a team
high IO rebounds.
Meanwhile, the SSU women's
haskethall team hung on in the end
to sneak by host Urbana 72-69.
Shawnee (16-4. 8-2 MOC)
placed five players in double
figures. Sophomore Guard Kelli
Smith came off the bench to score
15 points. Junior Guard Brandi
Munn scored 14 points and
dished out 7 assists. Junior
Forward Erica Hayes scored 13
points and grabbed a team high 9
rebounds. Junior Guard Carrie
Brisker and sophomore Center
Brandi Baker scored 11 and 10
points respectively.

The following Tuesday, Feb. 3,
the women·s team was forced
into overtime in a 77-75 win at
Cedarville College. The win put
Shawnee (17-4, 9-2 MOC)
alone in second place in the conference behind Walsh University.
Shawnee was led by Erica
Hayes with 22 points and a team
high 9 rebounds. Three other
Bears scored in double figures,
led by Brandi Munn with 12.
Munn also hit a layup with 3
seconds left in OT to give Shawnee the win. Brandi Baker and
freshman Forward Kim Bonham
scored 11 and IO respectively.
Shawnee had three players foul
out in regulation, and were
outs hot at the foul line ( 11 of 18
Shawnee, to 29 of41 Cedarville).
Cedarville (9-12, 4-7 MOC)
was led by Julie Nourse with 19
poin~s and 8 rebounds. Teammates Summer Bennington and
Amanda Porter scored 16 and 14
respectively.
Also on Feb. 3, the men's
team struggled in the first half
against Wilmington College and
came away with an 83-80 loss.
The Bears were down 22-36 at
halftime, but outscored the
Quakers 58-47 in the second half
to come up 4 points short.
Shawnee (8-10, 5-;S MOC)
was led by Kirk Ruggles and
freshman Guard Lance Gilliland
with 16 points each. Three other

Bears scored in double figures.
James Montler and sophomore
Guard Brooks Fry each scored
12 while sophomore Guard
Stefan Greene scored 10.
Ruggles also pulled down a team
high 8 rebounds.
Wilmington (8-1 l) was led bY.
Damon Shoultz with 20 points.
Jason McLaughlin and Jason
Hennekes scored 18 and 15
respectively. McLaughlin also
pulled down a game high 10
rebounds.
The women's team ran their
home coun winning streak to 33
games with wins over Malone
and Walsh on the weekend of
Feb. 7.
Saturday, Feb. 7, Shawnee
(18-4, 10-2 MOC) placed all 13
players in the scoring column with
a 75-56 victory over Malone
(5-16, 0-12 MOC)'. Brandi
Baker led the Bears with 13
points. Erica Hayes sc,ored
12 points and pulled down
11 rebounds. Shawnee out
rebounded Malone 46-29.
For Malone, Kristen Beach
scored 20, while teammates
Misty Smith and Traci Warner
scored l l and IO respectively.
On Sunday, Feb. 8, Shawnee
avenged an earlier loss at Walsh
with a 79-60 win. Shawnee
(l 9-4, 11-2 MOC) shot 51
percent from the floor compared
to just 34 percent for Walsh

Cross country runners wanted

_Any student interested in competing on the 1998 SS U Varsit
(20-3, 10-2 MOC). Erica Hayes
Cross Country team should contact Coach Larry Mangus in roor
led four players in double figures
200of the University Center.
with 19 points. Carrie Brisker
SSU will field both men's and women's teams. Noexperienc
scored 16 while Brandi Munn
is necessary. The season runs from early September through th
and Brandi Baker each scored
first week in November. Meets are usually held on Saturday!
13. Hayes grabbed 13 of the
Competition will be with other Mid-Ohio Conference member:
team's 37 rebounds.
plus other colleges and universities in Ohio, WVa., and Kentuck:
Walsh was led by Brittany
This will be the second year for the program, but the first ye~
Harmon with 23 points. Shelly
with varsity status. The first year club sport program was quil
Bums was the only other Cavasuccessful with both teams and individuals winning awards.
lier in double figures with l 0
If want to get in great shape, like to sweat, and are a little b
points. Misty :McMillen pulled
crazy, contact the coach! Practice will begin in early March.
down a team high 6 of the team's
30 rebounds.
Bears' $1
Jackpot is back
On that same weekend, the
SSU's Athletic.Department is once again presenting the Bear.
men's basketball team lost two
$10,000
Jackpot. $ l 00 tickets will be sdld until Saturday, Apr
games to Malone and Walsh.
25. Only 300 tickets will be sold.
On Saturday, Feb. 7, ShawFirst ticket drawn:
$200
200th ticket drawn: $300
nee (9- l l, 6-6 MOC) scored just
Every
I
0th
ticket
drawn:
$100
299th ticket drawn: $1,000
12 points in the first half in
I00th ticket drawn:
$250
300th ticket drawn: $ I0,000
a 65-46 setback to Malone .
You can purchase your ticket from a coach, from Jean Sisler i
Jason Kearns was the only Bear
the
Athletics Office, or from Jim Wilkinson, Asst. Directo
to reach double figures scoring IO
Athletics. Ticket purchases will benefit all SSU sports program
points. Kirk Ruggles pulled down
a team high IO rebounds.
Malone had two players
score in double figures-Bob
SchlabachandJimLambertwith
16 and IO respectively.
On Sunday, Shawnee (9-12,
6-7 MOC) took a 36-27 halftime
lead,butcouldn'thangonandlost
The Shawnee State University presidel').tial search advis<
57-64 to Walsh. James Montier committee held its third meeting on Tuesday, Feb. l 0. Despite
was the only Bear to score in comminee being in the early stages of recruitment, 20 active can
double figures with 20 points.
dates have expressed interest in the position of Spawnee St
Walsh was led by Seth Truman Univers_i.ty president. In addition, several individuals have bt
with 17 points. Kevin Bille nominated and many more candidates are expected to emerge throL
and Brent Conner scored 12 SSU's national recruitment activities.
and IO -~ ~tjv~~1
,r <> ,C9,i;ruaj~19].~~rs have spenf a considerable amount of ti

o,oop

Presidential
search continues

tor. uAf,.pu
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Sixties to live again
relations named
,uu

LORI FERRELL

UC I

EDITOR-Is-CHIEF

Dr. Jerry Holt will teach a
class covering the 1960s this
spring. This class is an extension
of the 1950s class taught winter
quarter. but it is not necessary
to take the ·50s class to receive
the full benefit from the "60s
class: Some of the subjects
included in this course are
' President Kennedy, "60s music,
the Vietnam War, the Beatles
and Watergate.
The class is of an interdisciplinary nature: basic history is
interwoven with literature,
music and film. There are many

guest speakers, which "employ
the voices of experience,"
including a special forum with
Vietnam veterans telling their
stories. In addition, a journey to
the Kent State Memorial is
sponsored. Three films are
shown and four texts are
required reading. The texts are
One Flew Over The Cuckoos
Nest. Slaughterhouse-Five,
Everything We Heu! and Born

On The Fourth Of Jul_v.

The ·60s class, listed in the
catalogue as HIST 499: will
be held Wednesdays from
6- l O p.m. in the Clark
Memorial Library.

Shawnee State has hired Terry
L. Hapney, Jr. as its coordinator
of public relations in the Office of
University Advancement.
Hapney holds a master of arts
degree in journalism and mass
communications from Marshall
University and a bachelorof arts
degree in communication, with an
emphasis in public relations, from
the University of Kentucky. He
is in his second semester of work
in the Marshall University Graduate College/West Vuginia Univetsity doctoral program in higher
education administration.
For the past ten years. Hapney
has held positions in public refa-

NE\4i4. Briefs

·1cirn""JJ?1llg thc;f¥W,QR.~1Huaji~~~ ~9,f:,li£C5Jltial~WY are loolq~~.
inthenextpresidentofSSU.
.
·.
.
Faculty, staff, students and alumm are urged to subnut suggesUI
for candidates by March l to the following committee me~bers:

tions, promotions. programming,
and sales in radio and television
broadcasting. He was previously
employed in higher education at
Marshall University.
As coordinator. Hapney's responsibilities include media production, coordinating the annual
campaign, and serving on the
marketing advisory council.
··1 am very excited about the
opportunity to work with all of the
many media contacts I have
made over the past ten years
while working in the media,"
saia Hapney.
Hapney is originally from
Greenup County. Ky.

SSU Affiliation
Shawnee Education Associatior
Associate Professor. D~ntal Hygiene lchrisman@shawnee. edu
Stylianos Hadjiyannis, Ph.D.
University Faculty Assembly
Associate Professor, Potitical Science shadjiyannis@shawnee.edu
Steve 0' Rourke
Communication Worker's of Ame
General Facility Technician
sorourke@shawnee.edu
Christopher Murphy'
Student
Senior. Natural Science,_Elementary Ed. (740) 574-2181
.
Suzanne Shelpman, M.A., L.P.C.
President's Advisory Council
Director. Admission and Retention
sshelpman@'shawnee.edu
Ruby Grant
Public at large
Director. Scfoto County Human Services
Steve Donohue
Coordinator
General Counsel
sdonohue@shawnee.edu
Craig Gilliland. '91
Alumni Association
Manager of Decision Support Services. Southern Ohio Media Center
Nllm!!

Liz Chmman, :vi.Ed.

The next meeting of the presidential search advisory commirre
Thursday. March 19. At that time. the committee will begin the i:
cess of reviewing the applications received and narrowing the fiel<
candidates for further investigation.
Tom Reynolds. trustee and chairman of the PSAC. had the
lowing to say: ·'The committee has worked very hard to this po
Each committee member has represented their respective const
encies very well." According to Reynolds...We have had an hor
and full exchange of ideas about this important position. and the w
is still ah~ad of us, but I am convinced this committee is going to t
the best candidate for the job-."

1

the older section
Boney fiddle

Murals Memorabilia

In Days
of
Yor~

!HIOW TO IBIE
AN OVlEIR.COM\Elfl
·T \HIROUIGIHI CHIIRJSl1
Sunday, February 22, 1998
10:00 - 10:45 a.m . .

Jr. and Sr. High
Panel of Youth ··who have been there'"
I
Karen Hopper, Instructor

·First Presbyterian Church
438 Second Street • Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

_ fj1 4-354-4457 Fax: 614-354-3037

,

3rd and Court St.
Portsmouth. Ohio

For further information, call 353-.J259
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forpublishingyourpoetry,shortstories,andflightsoffancythatdefy
classification . Call Kate Palguta at 355-2525 (e-mail
kpalguta@shawnee.edu) for more information, clarification,
editing, or encouragement. Also consider submitting your poetry or fiction (or artwork. for that matter) to the Silhouette. The deadline for
the winter/spring issue is Marc~ 14. The following story is offered to you by Barb Costas, a very talented writer.
t

Entertainment
Loea I Sh ow choirs
compete at Center

The Differences Between Us
By Barb Costas

I kidnapped my next door neighbors' daughter. I hate to say that Winifred. I think people would believe that you belonged to me.
I kidnapped Francie, but that's what I did. I was that nightmare And whom would we have to fool, really? Teenagers working in ice
every mother thinks about in the evening after her child is safely tucked cream parlors. Gas station attendants. A landlord . ..."
into bed, but it wasn't just a nightmare because it happened. AnyThat was when I started packing to leave. i took such an odd
body who took the time to get to know her would've wanted her. assortment ofthings: pizza cutter, curling iron, bath towels, throw rug.
But they wouldn't have taken her. That's the difference between If I had known then that Dar and Mitch weren't even expecting me to
most people and me. I didn't hurt her; I just wanted her for my own. give Francie back to them, I would've given it more thought, maybe
She was three. I was twenty-four.
left them a note. I packed my car tightly. I secured Francie's car
HerfamilyhelpedmemoveintomyapartmentafterlleftArizona seat. She was coloring. I hated to take her away from it, but I
and found myself back in Pittsburgh like a dolphin with faulty sonar. suddenly felt rushed. I was afraid that I would run into Mitch and
Mitch, her father, carried my hutch up three flights with no help. Darlene in the stairwell. How embarrassing. I'm skipping town with
Darlene helped me arrange my living room furniture, sparse as it was, your child, I would have to explain.
and would bring Francie's baby monitor over while she was napping
She was asleep by the time we were out of the light of the city.
to help me paint or to have a cup of tea, smoke cigarettes. (Mitch
Driving is a bitch when I'm tired-even if I'm driving towards
wouldn't let her smoke around Francie.) In the summer, I had no air home, even if I'm driving the up and up ofthe rolling baby hills of the
conditioning. Mitch worked nights mostly. I had no one in my life Appalachians of southern Ohio. I'm trying to think of things to pass
except for Francie and Darlene. Dar would come over after Francie the time, to take.my mind off ofeverything that's waiting for me back
was safely asleep and sit on my fire escape and drink all my beer.
in Pittsburgh. I know that there's no welcome home party, but there's
"Sweetheart," she asked me one night, maybe a month after .I also no police convoy. I don't want to have to wake up to that same
moved in, "why is it you left Arizona? You never say nothing about cityscape every day, learn to appreciate the grey winter instead of a
yourself and Mitch and I was wonderin'. We think of you as one of bright one.
I try Neil Young in the tape deck, but not too loudly because Francie
us now, you know. A family an' all."
"You know. Same reason people leave cities all the time. Hated is sleeping stretched out in the back seat. We got a new car, one with
the job: Whatever. I don't know. Do you want another beer?" ·
more room for her and her growing willowy girlness. We always want
"Yeah."
· music, good music to move to since we do that a lot. We get bored.
She watched me walk carefully down the grated iron stairs and We like to change our scenery.
through the window into my living room. That window was my
I think about the road. Does it look as if it had been built around
favorite thing about the apartment. It had these gauzy curtains that I the landscape or was the landscape built around this road? Somehad sewn myself from old scarves and they would billow like sails at times it looks like the trees and everything around the car were put
the quietest thought of wind.
there just to compliment the road, and I hate that. Those ugly plants
"Did you leave a man? Cause that's what I was thinkin'. I mean, and flowers seem to always be dying. It doesn't matter when they
you don't have to tell me nothin'. That's why I come to Pittsburgh, were planted, or that they were planted with the condemned hands of
you know. I left North Carolina when I met Mitch. He was there for inmates from the suµe pen. On Sap.irdays I'.,ye noticed the inmates [
the summer working construction for my daddy. My momma hated 'wearing orange safety vests so that drivers 1rt hurries don'.t hit them.
him. Said he wasn't no good for me. She was wantin' me to be this As ifit would be some great loss. That's what drivers in hurries think,
debutante girl and all." She laughed after that. "Funny, huh? I mean I mean. What's good is springtime driving on this road. The
look at me. Listen to me. So, I left. They don't even know about shoulders are carpeted with true wildflowers of all sorts: Bachelor's
Francie. I can't say that I was reall.y ready for all ofthat. Seemed real Buttons, black-eyed Susans, daisies, buttercups-purple, yellow,
smart at the time:" She was yelling this to me as I looked for the beer. red-all aimed at the sky. The fine for picking them is high, so I've
"What do you mean, Dar? You' da made the best debutante this never stopped. But I'm tempted now. I'd stop and lie in them, but
world had ever known." Iwascrawlingbackout.
there's probably a law against that too. I just drive on by at 55
She hooted. "Yeah."
because that's the limit and feel I'm really cruising-dazed, eyes full
We watched as cars sped by us and sirens sounded and drunk of blurred colors and dried mascara. The car behind me would
people wavered as they left a party in the building across the street. disagree. I lean out of the window and shout, "Pass me already!" I'm
We were silent by the mouth but loud in our gesturing at flies and in the slow lane, the look-at-the-flowers-and-I-am-able-to-breakmosquitoes. It was funny, because I really wanted to tell Darlene for-deer-lane. Do I remember the first time I drove this highway?
why I really left Arizona. Yeah, it was partly because I hated my job Do I remember the first time I drove down any black-faded-to-gray
and the weather and the lack of seasons. Maybe that was what really asphalt highway? I can't, but I know I must've been scared. I know.
drove me crazy. I had no way of gauging what was going to happen that today I am driving home and I am drained. We've been in this
outside my little adobe house. For years I lived in the Midwest and tube of a car all day, taking our time and visiting Flying J's for Cokes
knew exactly what to expect from a windy day or a cloudy day, but and Com Nuts and ammonia-drenched toilets. I'm tired. I'm nearout there, I was a misplaced species. I was nothing, really.
ing the exit that wants to take me home. It says "Wheeling, West
I remember sitting outside at a little cafe and saying to my Vuginia." I'mnowherenearlndianapolis,neverevenhavebeentbere,
, companion, "It's clouding up. We should maybe head inside before but I get the urge to go there instead of back to Pittsburgh. No one is
it starts to rain." He just laughed at me and told me that in Arizona, expecting us here, there, or anywhere.
windy means windy and cloudy means cloudy. Nothing special,
Francie wakes up. ''Where are we, Miranda?"
nothing tricky. Really no use for Doppler radar out there. And I just
"Heading back to Pittsburgh. I thought you ,might like to see your
wanted to sink into the silty desert ground and wait it out. I wanted mom and dad on your birthday."
some water to wet my arid body.
She sits and thinks, climbs to the front seat and turns the radio off.
But to tell Darlene that I finally had the nerve to leave because I "You did? Why? Ifl wanted to see them, I would have told you.
had a breakdown seemed strange. And to really go into detail about They haven't really wanted to see me in years. You're my mom,
the specifics was plain wrong. Tell her that I ~ad been robbed of my Miranda. You 're my dad."
own daughter? Tell her that every time I looked at Francie I thought
"How about driving for a while. I'm tired."
about what I had almost had? She would never let me see her again.
I pull off the road and let her take the wheel. She has turned into
I knew that. I hardly knew her, and I think she was looking for an a young me. I think about this as I watch her movements. She
excuse to have a breakdown herself. Mitch was gone all the time, learned the truth when she was eleven about Dar and Mitch and what
and she was raising Francie mostly on her own. I did a lot for her I had done. How I was supposed to be the baby-sitter but instead
quickly, without really getting to know her, without thinking of the left with her and didn't stop driving for two straight days, thinking that
consequences of closeness.
my face would be on the news and that·a trail of police cars would
"Miranda, can I wear my Zucchini and get a suntan on the roof?" stretch behind me to the horizon.
Francie was jumping on my couch. She called her watermelonBut Mitch and Dar never even filed a police report. Never called
colored bikini her "zucchini." Mitch and Darlene had asked me to the paper. Never pleaded with me on national TV to bring Francie
watchFranciewhiletheylefttownforalongweekendtoLakeErie. back. Once I even called the hotline for missing and exploited
I scooped her up and dangled her upside down long enough to children. Nothing. I even doubt they still live in Pittsburgh. I tried
make her laugh. She had the biggest belly laugh, the whitest teeth. once to call them right after I left and Francie was sick. I needed to
We sat down on the floor. She crawled up to my shoulder. "You know what she was allergic to. Their phone had been disconnected.
know, kid, you are three and I'm a lot older than that. BQt you can sit So I left with their daughter to begin the life I didn't think I would ever
up there all you want, you can perch like a bird on my shoulder. have, and t~ey dido't care that it was with their child. Who's the
Because when you get older, like I am, it will be hard to find someone criminal? I don't think it's me.
with shoulders wide and strong enough to support every ounce of
"Not Pittsburgh, Miranda,: she_saidfinally. "I can't get the energy
your weight."
to care about Mitch and Darlene. You know?"
Nothing I said made any sense to her, but I kept going, my
"Yeah. Ido. Sokeepdriving."
confession being the only thing that seemed real.
She speeds up. Driving with her is the best-she counts cows;
"I had a chance to have a little girl, you know. I think she would've she loves to pull over and breathe in the outside air. I don't know
been a lot like you. It's almost as if we're from the same tribe or where she will take me, but I will follow. She is my daughter. I am
something, with our red hair and freckles. I would've called her her mother.

The Portsmouth High "Expressions"
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The Vern Riffe Center for the
Arts bulged at the seams as show
choirs from three states participated in the tenth annual Tri-State
Show Choir Competition on
Jan. 17.
The event was hosted by
Portsmouth High School's show
choir, "'!be Expressions," and the
choral music boosters. The
Expressions have performed at
various competitions and festivals
in the area as well as at Epcot
Center in Walt Disney World.
The group consists of 15 seniors,
12juniors, nine sophomores, and
five freshmen.
Show choirs are a bit of
Broadway brought to local
stages. Costumes are flashy and
song and dance numbers are performed with enthus~astic energy.
Groups getting readyfor comtitian scan n gol'Olls prac ice in

September. Choreographers are
called in from around the countcy
to instruct in dance stapes, lifts
and jumps. A large amount of
those in the show choirs are also
members of competition marching bands during the same time
period, which gives them very
busy schedules.
While schedules and practices
can be harsh and demanding, the

rewards are great and come in the
form of self-discipline and
applause for a job well done.
Excitement peaked at the
competition when the Portsmouth
High Expressions took the stage
for exhibition only. Talitha Malone
took the stage as Tina Turner,
doing a slow and sexy version of
"Proud Mary," with the deep "Oh
yeah" being performed by Aaron
Cooper. Suddenly the rest of the
choir appeared in similar attire
and "Proud Mary" burst into high
gear. The crowd loved it,joining
in with clapping and swaying.
The waiting for the time of
awards was deafening as the
crowd yelled, encouraging cheer
to their school group. All seats
were filled; there was no standing room. Crowds spilled out into
the outer corridor. Finally the
moment for announcing the winners arrived. Class C was won
b the ''New Addition.•· from
Marion, Ohio. Second place
went to Portsmouth East High's
"Madrigals." Class B was won
by the "St. C. Singers" of St.
Oairsville, Ohio, while in Class A
the number one position was
taken by "Poca," West Vrrginia's
"Visual Volume." It was Poca
who was named overall grand
champion of the event.

Film internships
offered this summer
Shawnee State Students will
have the unique opportunity to
work as a film intern this swnmer.
This is due to the Ohio Film
Industry Training Program, a
work-study program created by
Media Working Group and Tomboy Ftlms in conjunction with the
Cincinnati-based feature film
production, This Train by writer/
director Aralee Strange. This
program will enable 30 young
people to apprentice with film
professionals on the crew and
production staff ofThis Train.
Each trainee will be assigned
to a specific department of film
production and receive intensive
on-the-job training. In addition,
all trainees will gain an overview
of the entire filmmaking process
through cross-training seminars
on every aspect of production.
The training program will require
a serious time commitment from
interns; six-day work week, 12
hours a day during the production. The length ofthe internships
will vary from seven to 12 weeks
depending on the area ofthe crew
to which the intern is assigned. A
small weekly stipend will be paid
to interns; housing and transportation will be provided when
necessary, and two meals will be
provided every working day.

Statewide recruitment for this
program will begin in the spring
of 1998. Apprentices will be
drawn from colleges and universities, school-to-work programs
and vocational schools. The
application process will also be
open to pre-professional in the
media arts field. To apply, one
must send a resume with a cover
letter stating specific interests and
skills to Tomboy Films, 'Terri
Ford, 417 Tusculum Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45226 by March 1.
There will also bea presentation
in the Clark Memorial Library
March 9 at 10 a.m. in room 108.
Interviews will follow.
This Train is a regional arts
project. The carefully crafted,
low-budget feature film will
benefit from and contribute to a
wide range of Ohio resources.
Production of This Train is
scheduled for summer of 1998
with main locations in downtown
Cincinnati and rural Adams
County, Ohio. A number of Ohio
artists, musicians and film professionals are already committed to
the project and the majority of
cast and crew will be hired from
profes.5ionals in the region.
Students must be 20 or up,
and available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
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WEATHER: Policy outlined
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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homepage atwww.shawnee.edu.
According to Veri, "Shawnee
State University students, faculty,
and staff should make good faith
efforts and prudent decisions
about meeting their obligations for
attending classes and for meeting their professional duties." .
Decisions should be based upon
proximity to the campus; the
quality of tires on their cars, or
their experience driving ·under
winter weather conditions.
. Shawnee State University's .
Vice President for Acad~mic j
Affairs and Provost, Dr. William &
Nevious, outlined the procedure
for deciding whether to close .t
the university or remain open.
Students make way for a plow on the main campus walkway
Dr. Nevious obtains weather
updates at 3 a.m.• 4 a.m .• and tion on road and campus condi- local media of SSU's status.
5 a.m. "Between 5· a.m. and tions," Nevious said. A decision
Nevious stated that "Safety
6 a.m., I am in contact with is made after all of this informa- should be an individual's top priShawnee State University Facili- tion is collected. If the university ority. It is a personal decision as
ties, state police and highway will be closed, Dr. Nevious will to whether or not an individual
patrol organizations, and sheriffs' notify all deans and vice presi- comes to campus in the event of
departments, obtaining informa- dents at SSU, who then notify the winter weather."

C William Cassidy

Directions: Unscramble the words below into the space
provided. The letters in the circle (0) spaces, when
unscrambled, reveal a winter occurence.

0

(S)

0

C programmers: Are you sick ofwasting time on code just to pretty up your application? Wouldn't
it be better if you could hand off those tasks to someone else, freeing up your own time to improve
your apps on more substantive ways? No need to hire an assistant: SOURCE WIZARD is on the
job. This handy utility will automatically generate certain types of code for you-code relative to
SDI and windows, as well dialog boxes. The code that Source Wizard produces is generally
about 70% complete. At Quick Search type: SOURCE WIZARD
http://www.w:Izone.com/
If you're a girl (or just plain nosy) check this out! Around Town you can cruise and checkout
. what's out there for you. Bodyopolis says: "Feed It," "Move It," and "Use It.'' Inner City asks
you to come on in; it's safe to share and compare your hopes and dreams and fears.
http://www.amused.com/
Amusing the world one person at a time (and are they tired). Their hard-working experts have
been exploring the Internet since long before it was trendy in their search for the Ultimate Guide to
Wasting Time. Their motto is: "Life'stoo short to take seriously."
http://www.mtnds.com/
Look up more than 44,000 acronyms and meanings. A searchable database containing common
acronyms about computers, technology, telecommunications, and the military.
. http://www.goodasnew.com/
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http://www.misinte~ate.com/
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This page is dedicated to all those fine individuals who haunt the hollowed halls of government and
serve whoever it is they are serving. but always themselves first Strictly speaking, all our honored
warpees aren't going to be elected officials. Some will just be camp followers. Those who serve
or service our elected officials are also eligible for the honor of gracjng these pages.
htn,://space.jpl.nasa.gov/
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HEART ATTACK

With the Solar System Simulator you can view any planet in the solar system as seen from any
other planet; gaze at Jupiter from Venus or Earth from Pluto, all without leaving your seat!

Answer to the previous

YOWSN

CRYPTO

BASIC RESEARCH IS WHAT I AM DOING WHEN I DON'T
KNOW WHAT I AM DOING. - VERNER VON BRAUN

CORK ASLT

ttiJ71WJ

PRIPLEYS

The c

to ram amt

SWOLP

Directions: Each letter t,elow represents a different letter of the
alphabet. Decipher the letters to uncover a famous quotation.
Clue: ·Vequals I.

ETHIW

EJ ZYRVJIR KVRM RMJ DYGQRU
FD FRMJOU; RMJC MYPJ RF EJ

0000000000000
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No risk: Used Car Buying. This site goes step-by-step into the who, why, when, where, and h~w
of purchasing a pre-owned vehicle. From budget to inspection to maintenance, it's all here for the
learning. Did you know that three-to six-y~d cars are the best~u,s?·f>r that ypu-can get an
extended'Wattl1flly on au~ cat? Twe. Bopu$ face: Yon can use hair sprarta._get~ stain out
of at-shirt. Oh, the things we learn.

Answers to the previous

INSOMNIA
HEADACHE
BREAKDOWN
'
MIDIERM
MONEY
RELATIONSHIPS
PROZAC
COFFEE
IENSION
DEADLINE

m@tEJ

http://www.download.com/

It pays to adi•ertise in the
Chnmide!
355-2502

Ne!Ollf _
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Dynamic HTML. It's going to change how we design Webpages. It will change the face of the
Web. Learn to use Microsoft's Dynamic HTML here. This is a tutorial starting with the basic
building blocks and by the time you finish you'll marvel at the possibilities within your Websites. ,

Stop by the Office of Counseling and Psychological
Services in the Commons Building or call 355-2213
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http://.www.pI"Qjectcool.com/

Feeling overwhelmed by studies?

Suffering from inclement weather...

with

This article will describe some ofthe Web pi ges you can explore on the World Wide Web.
Stop by the Internet Cafe and "Go all over the world."
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--------------------: CAMpus CoffEE HousE:

[fl'

: BUY ONE COFFEE DRINK, :

I

I

I
I

~I

GET A SECOND*

,_

FREE!

I
I

I
I

L------------~--------~

•
IM e x i c a n R e s t a u r a n ti
2141 Gallia Street, Portsmouth • 7 Days a Week • 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Dine-In• Carry Out• 614-353-5832

•OFEQUALORLESSERVALUE

•~orth $1 gringo money ,# ;,
(excluding alcoholic beverages)

1ltniu.ersit11 atitrnnicl.e
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Classifieds and More
AD *$0/4#... BUY *$%#... SELL *$%#•••

(GENERALLY, IT'S FULL OF *$%#)

To get your *$%# in here, simply fill out the coupon below.
EMPLOYMENT
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK

Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a Visa
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation so
why not call for infonnation today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

HELPWAN1ED-Men/Women
earn $375 weekly processing/assembling Medical I.D. Cards at
home. Immediate openings, your
local area Experience unnecessary, will train. Call Medicard
1-541-386-5290 Ext. 118M.

FOR SALE

r---------------------------------7

PERSONAL

I
I

To: M.L.K.:

·1

i

Cupid sends his special greetings
'cause he always likes to share
His special Valentine's affections
With tre ''nmreles'i" ShawneeBear!

I
I
I

~:..;..~~~SSIFIIDS
Got something you'd like to sell? Wanna see who does? Want to meet new people; find
out if there is a place for you live off campus? See it in here!

to

Emerson VCR with remote for
FREE T-SIDRT + $1000
sale. Good condition. Call Mack
Credit card fundraisers forfrate~- · Shelton, Jr. at (740) 355-2502. Bear's the highlight of my lifetime,
My pride andjoy-you really shine!
nities, sororities, & groups. Any
Cupid
has no corµpetition,
campus organization can raise up
WANTED
forYOU'REtheREAL Valentine!
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$S.OOMSA application. Call 1- WANTED: Oldvideogames800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified Atari, Coleco, etc. Call Wtlliam, With Love Always,
callers recieveFREE T-SIDRT. (740) 858-4245, leave message. Papa Bear

Low, low, low price of $0.20 / word!
Your ad:

TIJT<>:H.S ~EEI>~I>
The Student Success Center, now located in Massie Hall, needs more tutors. As a
current student at Shawnee State University you can be a tutor; you may tutor courses
that you have completed with an A or B grade, and for which you have faculty approval.
Tutoring is scheduled and takes place in the Student Success Center. Tutors are paid
minimum wage. The Student Success Center needs tutors for a wide range of classes:
Accounting, Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer and Core Courses, English,
History, Math, and more. If you are interested or want more information, please stop by
the Student Success Center in Massie Hall.

ANNOUNCING~··
Feb 18

Depressive Disorders

Feb24

Interpersonal Skills Enhanceme11:t

'

Mar2

Controlling Anger

Mar 10

What Women and Men Need to
Know About Date Rape

All Workshops held 4 -5 pm in
Student Affairs Conference Room

Bring ad to the basement of Facilities/ Office Annex,
or call 355-2502 / 355-2278

L---------------------------------~
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'
LOCATED IN THE LOWER LEVEL OF MASSIE HALL

momlay - Tnursday
Friday

ours ...

B:i'li'I am - B:i'li'J pm
B:i'lfl am - S:i'li'J pm

Electronic Mail Accounts
Academic Accounts
l1ii'.I Dial-Up Internet Accounts
l1ii'.I
l1ii'.I

Stop by to sign up for an account or if you have any other
questions or computing needs or just to say hello!!

E-mR:t., - request ,

shawnee.edu

Off campus: 355-2538•0ncampus: ext 847

Jnltcu

W

.

WINTER QUARTER 1998
Jan. 5. 1998 - March 20. 1228

•

Qt!Jrnnirlt Abutrtising

Stop by the Office
of Counseling and
Psychological
.
Services on First
Floor Commons or
call 55-2539.

SSU Library
-.
.
Hours

Far uaur Acaoemic Computing fleeos

OFFERED BY THE OFFICE OF COUNSEUNG AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

name: --'., __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. phone number: ('-_ _,)__ _ _ _ __

hile we are pleased to serve you with
stories and features regarding students and
campus life, we must stress that the advertising
dollar is the key to a regularly published, quality
newspaper. As with larger college newspapers,
we are striving to run the Chronicle on ad sales
rather than budgeted university funding. Our
advertising prices are available and can be given
to any person or organization seeking ad space
with the University Chronicle. Campus clubs and
organizations will be charged specially reduced
pnces.
Thank you,
Lori Ferrell
UC /Editor-in-Chief

MON -

THUR

FR:IDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

-

-

10:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

lltniurrsttu
Glltronttlr

needs
Ad Sellers,
Reporters,
Anybody.,

Come see us in the
Facilities Building
(Office Annex)
for details.

{6X4) 355·2278

ffUDE#T ACTIVITIES
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t the Movies
TirnetoKiU
25 at 8 pro.
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Showing FREE to all students with a
valid SSU ID in the .University Center
Tuesday, Feb 17 at 8 pm
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On Thurs. Feb 19, come join us at 7pm
in the Micklethwaite banquet Hall in the U.C.
for adisplay of culturaVnational attires
and tastes ·of traditional foods.

DATE AUCTION

Betcha' never been to an auction quite like this.
Omega Pi Mu sorority is having a Date Auction and we want you to participate.
Come bid on a date, be auctioned for a date, or just come watch the fun.

· Thursday, Feb. 19 at 6 pm in the University Center
FREE prizes and FREE refreshments

